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“Dead Man Appears in Court”
am writing this because am an innocent citizen but have been
subject to abuse by the Justice system. The fetid Scott County Iowa
Justice system has taken away my rightful property, charged me with
contempt and tried to imprison me This despite was successful
business woman. Based on my experiences, the lawyers which work
within it and are sworn to serve it, have many performance deficiencies
that would preclude from being profitable in the commercial or
business world. The judges who are sworn to be impartial and again
serve the law, manipulate the system to serve themselves and their
closely-associated lawyers.
Before, you read the below paragraphs, would like to make clear
that it not my belief that all judges and lawyers on America are immoral.
However, my past experiences with the American legal system and its
cold face if injustice has left me with no other options but to write my
story that dates back to thirty years ago in Scott County, IA when was
made scapegoat by dishonest judge in order to satisfy his political
ambition. Still to this day, his decision is blinding the legal counsels and
judges and deranging my case.
My experiences are not based on just one or two lawyers but
several. The lawyers seem to have the same pattern of behavior: they
will say just about anything at the initial meeting in order to get secure
the billable hours, then as the case develops they will slow down to the
point of not neglecting due diligence, relying upon only their own
persuasive powers, lack of preparation and overall lack of attention. In
my own situation, since many lawyers either did not file court
appearance or were very late in filing the appearance, was hospitalized
several times for stroke symptoms (I could not walk) and other effects
due to anxiety and stress.
The Judges manipulate the law and use it for the benefit of their
friends. In my case, the judge was selected at the last minute and was
very favorable to the opposition. So favorable, that they were awarded
over 80% of the marital assets In another occurrence, they accelerate
the foreclosure of real estate property see section 3.1 of “Is this Iowa
Justice?” to help the deal for the locals. This also to the creation of
war chest that the opposing side is using to this day against me. Was
this war chest used even to this day against me to buy off my lawyers?
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The methods used against are tantamount to abuse of powers by
the lawyers and negligence by the judiciary. was charged with
contempt of court allegedly for not surrendering my motorcycles but
awarded to my dead former husband However, these were my
motorcycles and he left them with me. This occurred after my former
husband had died and then filed contempt of court against me.
This was concurrent with my request for the pension through
Qualified Domestic Relations Order (QDRO). In this situation, there was
no attempt to obtain the motorcycles before the contempt allegation. In
addition, the opposition was also negligent by falling behind on alimony
and not filing the QDRO. During the surrender of the motorcycles, the
opposition tried to set me up several times for arrest. They even went
to the point of “buying off” storage facility manager to provide false
information. Each time, truly by the Grace of God, avoided
imprisonment. While avoid imprisonment, did not avoid
hospitalization due to stroke, anxiety and stress related symptoms.
Why did they pursue this contempt allegation with such intensity, as if
there were something they were trying to hide? How could
responsible Judge sign the Contempt filing with no due diligence?
Except, the Judges and Lawyers were in collusion and had little
responsibility to their sworn commitments.
learned through it in tough way that shooting at person’s
chest with gun us not the only means of murder. You can drain the
blood of an innocent citizen by constant indifference to crying justice
and deliberate negligence to powerless woman who actually is in most
immediate need of protection from the legal system. With heavy
accent, it is not easy for me to resolve the matter myself, so am asking
for your help in the restless fight to find my right.
Finally, my story is just of many where the Justice system has
failed or over-run individual civil rights, especially of minorities. am
innocent person but they were trying to make me look like criminal.
provide this for two reasons: 1). For everyone to find out the truth of
their Justice system and demand something better and 2). To broadly
publish the experiences such that the evil is illuminated, with the hope
and desire for the opposition not attack me, to get off my back and
leave me alone to enjoy the rest of my life.

